SAME MEETING
July 21-23, 2013
Host NMEA
Mobile Alabama

Call to Order
Tricia Leblanc called the meeting to order during lunch at 12:30

Tricia welcomed everyone to NMEA and thanked those who have helped put the conference on.

Tricia and Chis Verlinde encouraged those in attendance to join SAME and NMEA and explained that NMEA and SAME memberships are different and registration does not pay for your NMEA membership. They directed anyone who wanted to pay dues to see Dianne Lindstedt

Adjourned

In Attendance
Kim Albins        David Bades        Linda Chilton
Blanc Chang       Amy Clark         Angie Dixon
Summer Dorcik     Bill Dunn         Andy Gould
Mendel Graeber    Kurt Holland      Karin Jabubouski
Lauren Land       Dianne Lindstedt  Jennifer Latner
Tricia LeBlanc    Mike Mashburn     Dennis McGrury
Karen Merritt     Tina Miller-Way   JoAnn Moody
Karen Nall Gross  Erika Poarch     Jane and Dennis Putman
Rick Ranew        Denise Reinke     Rachel Riesbeck
Lloyd Scott       Margaret Sedlecky Nancy Smith
Chris Snyder      Stacy Speas      Bill Street
Skipper Talley    Joan Turner       Chris Verlinde
Nancy Ward        Melissa Welsh     Sonya Wood Mahler
Lee Yokel

DML